
HARI VIDYA BHAWAN 

CLASS :- 1 

SUBJECT :- ENGLISH 

LESSON :- 7 ( Look Around ) 

 

Date :- 27.10.20  / Day :- Tuesday 

 Instructions :- 

• Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in 

notebook of respective subject. 

• These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, mark will be 

given on completion else you will have to appear for pen paper test ones 

the school reopens. 

• Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the  chapter from 

your course book. 

• All the students must purchase course books as it will enable you to 

understand the chapter. 

• All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8:00 am to 3:00 

pm. 

• Watch the video of chapter 7 given in next curriculum. 

 

 

Q1 :- Circle the words that have similar meaning. Use the picture clues.( Do it 

only book B ) 



         

Q 2 :- Use at picture clues to write the opposites. 

      

Q 3 :- Replace the underlined words with a word that means the 

opposite and rewrite the sentence. 

1. The baby was smiling. 

Ans :- The baby was crying. 

2. Her lunch box was open. 

Ans :- Her lunch box was closed. 

3. The class was noisy. 

    Ans :- The class was quiet. 

4. Mahesh is a tall boy. 

     Ans :- Mahesh is a short boy. 

5. The frog was very ugly. 

Ans :- The frog was very beautiful. 

 

Q 3:- Replace the underlined word with a word that has a similar 

meaning and rewrite the sentence. 



1. Dolly keeps her room clean. 

Ans :-  Dolly keeps her room tidy. 

2. This is  a pretty dress. 

Ans :- This is a beautiful dress. 

 

3. All answers are correct. 

Ans :- All answers are right. 

 

4. Mother plucked a fruit from the old tree. 

Ans :- Mother plucked a fruit from the ancient tree. 

 

Q 4 :- Choose the correct words from the box to fill in the blanks. 

Sprayed  spring  straight  strings  sprouts  stroll 

• Vijaya tied the straight of the balloon together. 

• Grandpa and Milli went for a stroll. 

• Spring is my favourite season. 

• Jumbo, the elephant, sprayed water on the kids. 

• Teacher asked us to draw a straight line. 

• Ma sprayed pepper on the sprouts. 

 

 

 

 

Note :- Do this all work in ur English notebook & book - B 



                                                HARI  VIDYA BHAWAN 

                                                            CLASS-II 

                                                     SUBJECT- ENGLISH 

                                 Ch-7 ( THE ELVES AND THE SHOEMAKER) 

                                           

DATE-27-10-2020 

INSTRUCTIONS OF WORKSHEET: 

▪ Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in notebook of respective subjects. 

▪ These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, marks will given on completion else you will have to 

appear for pen paper test once the school reopens. 

▪ Read every topic which will given in your worksheet of the chapter form your course book. 

▪ All students must purchase course books as it will enable you to understand the chapter. 

▪ All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8:00am to 3:00 pm. 

 

Q-1. Answers these questions- 

a)  Why was the shoemaker tired? 

Ans- The shoemaker was old and could not work for a ling time. He got tired 

easily. 

b)  Why did the shoemaker and his wife go to bed hungry on the first day? 

Ans- The shoemaker and his wife went to bed hungry on the first day because 

there was no bread or anything else left to eat in the cupboard. 

c)  Why was the shoemaker surprised? 

Ans- The shoemaker was surprised because the leather pieces that he had cut and 

left the previous night were neatly sewn into a pair of shoe. 

d)  How did the shoemaker and his wife find out about the elves? 

Ans- One night, that hide in the workshop and found that two tiny elves ere 

stitching the shoes. 



e)  How did the shoemaker and his wife thank the elves? 

Ans- The shoemaker and his wife stitched tiny clothes and shoe for elves to thank 

them. 

 

Q-2. Choose the correct option to fill in the blanks- 

 

a) We saw a ________ of shoes lying on the road. ( pair/ pairs) 

b) Did you buy this pair of ______ yesterday? (errings/erring) 

c) Do you have a _______ of blue socks? (pairs/ pair) 

d) She bought a pair of ________ for her mother. (glove/ gloves) 

e) A _______ of dice is used to play snake and ladder.(jean/ jeans) 
 

 

Q-3.  Complete these sentences using a pair of- 

a) A pair of sunglasses can be used to protect one’s eyes from the sun. 

b) A pair of glasses is used by some people for reading. 

c)  A pair of shoes is worn on the feet. 

d) A pair of binoculars is used to look at things which are far away. 

 

 

                                DO THIS IN BOOK ONLY 
 

 



Hari vidya bhawan 

Class- 2 

Subject - EVS 

Ch-7 

Book - B 

Date :27- 10-2020 

Instructions : 

Do this worksheet in evs b book only. 

These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, marks will  

be given on completion else you will have to appear for pen paper test 

once school reopen. 

Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from your 

course book. 

All the students must purchase course book as it will enable you to 

understand the chapter. 

All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8:00am. To. 3:00 pm. 

Watch the video of ch- 7 give in next app. 

7.1  wind 

 

 

 

 

 



2) 
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7.2) uses of wind 

 



                                  HARI VIDYA BHAWAN 

                                     WORKSHEET-2 

                              CHAPTER-8 (RAINDROPS) 

                                          CLASS-3 

                                   SUBJECT-ENGLISH 

                                                                                    DATE: 27/10/2020 

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  

1.) Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in 

notebook of respective subjects.  

2.) These worksheets will be considered as your periodic test, marks will be 

given on completion else you will have to appear for pen paper test once the 

school reopens.  

3.) Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from 

your course book.  

4.) All the students must purchase course book as it will enable you to 

understand the chapter. 

5.) Watch the video of Chap-8 in the next curriculum app.  

6.) All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8 :00 am to 

3:00pm._________________________________________________________ 

       Do this question in book page no-24 and do it in copy also 

 



                Do this question in book page no-25 and do it in copy also 

 

 

Phonics Junction (Do this question in book page no-27) 

 

 

 

 



HARI VIDYA BHAWAN 

CLASS – 3 

SUBJECT – EVS 

WORKSHEET – 6 

CHAPTER – 7 Air around Us  

 

• Do this work in your {Book B} only. 

Date – 27-10-2020 

# Instructions:- 

 

* Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in 

Notebook of respective subjects. 

* These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, marks will be given 

on computation else you will have to appear for pen paper test ones the  school 

reopen. 

* Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from your 

course book. 

* All students must purchase course book as it will enable you to understand 

the chapter. 

* All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. 

* Watch the video of chapter - 7 given in the Next Curriculum App. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



HARI VIDYA BHAWAN 
Subject – English ( Worksheet – 3) 

Class - IV 

Chapter – 7 

Whittington and His Cat 
 

Date : 27.10.2020 

General Instructions :- 

1. Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in 

notebook of respective subjects.  

2. These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, marks will be 

given on completion else you will have to appear for pen paper test once 

the school reopens.  

3. Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from 

your course book.  

4. All the students must purchase course book as it will enable you to 

understand the chapter. 

5. Watch the video of chapter - 7 in next curriculum app.  

6. All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8:00 am to 

3:00pm. 

 

Vocabulary Junction 

Phrasal verbs 

Such words made of a verb and preposition and that have a special meaning are 

called Phrasal verbs. 

 

Q1. Read these sentences. If the sentence has a phrasal verb, underline the 

phrasal verb. 

(a) I shall, please turn off the washing machine. 

(b) I shall try my best to do well in the exams.  

(c) Could you please give the book to Sumit when you meet him today. 



(d) The shop has a good collection of dresses. It is very difficult to pick one 

out from the collection. 

(e) I have to fill out this form and submit it at the desk by evening. 

(f) The doctor asked me to give up eating fast food. 

(g) We looked over at the books before we bought them. 

 

Q2. Look at the picture and write the correct phrasal verbs. 

 
 

Note:  

● Do this work in neat and clean handwriting. 

● Do Q3 in your homework 

● Read Phonic Junction Junction. 

 

 

 
 



Hari Vidya Bhawan 

Class-4 

Sub EVS 

Chapter -8 (The world of animals) 

Date – 27/10/2020 

Work sheet-1 

# Instructions:- 

* Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in  

Notebook of respective subjects. 

* These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, marks will  

be given  

on computation else you will have to appear for pen paper test ones  

the school  

reopen. 

* Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from  

your  

course book. 

* All students must purchase course book as it will enable you to  

understand  

the chapter. 

* All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8 a.m. to 3  

p.m. 



* Watch the video of chapter - 8 given in the Next Curriculum App. 

Jump start: 

Q.1 Choose the correct answer for each of these. 

a) Camel are found in desert while yarks are found in mountains. 

b) Koalas and chimpanzees are arboreal animals. 

c) Monkeys use their claws to swing on trees. 

d) Birds that sucks nectar from flower is hummingbird. 

e) The Sunderban National Park is a very famous tiger reserve. 

Q.1 Distinguish between carnivorous and omnivores with two example 

of each. 

Ans. Carnivores: 

                They are also called flesh eating animals. 

1.          They have sharp tearing teeth and claws to tear the flash of 

the prey. 

Omnivores: 

1. Omnivores eat both flesh and plants’. 

2.  They have sharp front teeth and strong grinding teeth to eat 

food. 

Q.3 Write a short note on animals living in polar regions. 

Ans. Polar reigns remain covered with snow throughout the year 

.Animals such as polar bear have thick fur on their bodies to keep them 

warm. These animals undergo the state of inactivity called hibemation 

during winter. 

 



HARI VIDYA BHAWAN 
Subject – English ( Worksheet – 3) 

Class - V 

Chapter – 7 

The Lantern and the Fan 
 

Date : 27.10.2020 

General Instructions :- 

1. Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in 

notebook of respective subjects.  

2. These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, marks will be 

given on completion else you will have to appear for pen paper test once 

the school reopens.  

3. Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from 

your course book.  

4. All the students must purchase course book as it will enable you to 

understand the chapter. 

5. Watch the video of chapter - 7 in next curriculum app.  

6. All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8:00 am to 

3:00pm. 

 

Vocabulary Junction 

 Adverb 

Q2. Choose words from the box to complete the story. You need not use all the 

words. You may use a word more than once. 



 



 
 

Q3. Fill in the blanks with suitable words. 

(a) Rajitha went to bed very late. She was very tired. 

(b) Although, I took a bath before I left, I was sweating always. 

(c) Lalitha is very softspoken. So, I was shocked to hear her 

shouting at the bus driver. 

(d)  It was a quite well-made movie. 

(e)  Sonu walks loudly. We have to keep telling him to slow down. 

(f) The road was hardly visible due to fog. 
 

Note:  

● Do this work in neat and clean handwriting. 

● Read chapter 7 at home. 

● Read Phonic Junction. 



Hari Vidya Bhawan 

Class-5 

Sub EVS 

Chapter -8 (Global warming) 

Date – 27/10/2020 

Work sheet-1 

# Instructions:- 

* Please note from now onwards all worksheet should be completed in  

Notebook of respective subjects. 

* These worksheet will be considered as your periodic test, marks will 

be given  

on computation else you will have to appear for pen paper test ones 

the school  

reopen. 

* Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from 

your  

course book. 

* All students must purchase course book as it will enable you to 

understand  

the chapter. 

* All queries regarding worksheet shall be resolved from 8 a.m. to 3 

p.m. 

* Watch the video of chapter - 8 given in the Next Curriculum App. 



Q.1writeTfor true or F for false. 

a) Planting trees increase the the amount of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere. (F) 

b) We should carpool to save fuel and control air pollution.(T) 

C) The Earth is surrounded by a blanket of air called atmosphere.  (T) 

d) Trees reduce pollution. (T) 

Fill in the blanks. 

a) Burning forests causa air pollution. 

b) Smoke from factories first air pollution. 

c) Polluted air can cause harmful . 

d) The process of cutting down trees is called deforestation. 

Page no. 80 

Q.1 What is greenhouse effect. 

Ans. Some gases in the atmosphere trap the heat from the sun and 

make earth surface warm, this is known as greenhouse effect. 

Q.2 Write a short note on any one greenhouse gases. 

Ans. Carbon dioxide ,methane ,nitrous oxide, water vapour , ozone 

and CFC are some gases in the  atmosphere. Methane: This gas is 

released when fossil fuel are burnt .Also burning animal dung 

releases a large amount of methane gas into the atmosphere. 

Q.3. Choose the correct answer. 

a) Nitrous oxide is a greenhouse gas. 

b) Burning of manure release a harmful greenhouse gas called 

methane 

c) Burning of forest leads to an increase in carbon dioxide levels. 



d)A green house is a glass house constructed with glass panel of all 

sides. 

 


